Wilderness Trekking, Sultanate of Oman

Side Tracks

Side Tracks and Loops

Man track up the cliff out of Wadi Halhal to the Hayl At Turuq grazing plain
Facing page. Under the grapevines at Al Qawrah, a short cut from Wukan to Hadash
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Side Tracks

Side tracks from the traverse
listed from east to west

Difficulty

Wukan man track to Hadash
(track name Ayn Al Ghurab)

Man track, difficult
scrambling

Ras Al Aqbah to Wadi Halfayn
(track name Safat Halfayn)
Sayq (hotel) to Ras Al Aqbah
(track name Widyan Al Aqbah)
Aqbat Wukan to Ras Al Aqbah
Al Alya to Aqbat Wukan

Easy donkey track

6

12.4 25

1605

Easy donkey track

2.5

6.2

330

68

Easy donkey track
Horse track

2.5
5

5.3
9.7

610
220
1232 152

Horse track

2.5

4.4

57

728

Very difficult, boulder 4
and cliff climbing
Easy donkey track
5.5

7.8

922

44

9.8

1400 371

5

9.3

1526 125

4
3

7
4.8

667
0

256
1307

2
2
4
1.5
4

4.1
4.7
9.2
5.0
6.2

0
18
518
150
1300

754
750
745
266
126

4

6.0

643

400

Difficult donkey track 7

10.6

267

1482

Easy donkey track

5

9.1

23

1491

Donkey track
Exposed man track

3
2

6.4
2.9

1100 33
0
857

Easy donkey track

1.5

3.0

288

Steep donkey track,
painted
Easy man track
Donkey track
Steep man track

3

2.8

1067 0

1.5
1.5
3

2.6
2.7
2.7

194
324
976

Al Jahm to Al Fayq
(track name Al Fayq)
Ad Dar to As Sawjrah via wadi
(track name Al Ilayah)
Al Alya to Al Mikhayti
(track name Al Furs)
Al Alya to Mazraat Riyad Al Jabal
(track name As Safah)
Burkat Al Zahat towards Talhat
Talhat mosque to Al Hijar
(track name At Talhat)
Ar Rus - Masirat Ash Shirayqiyyin
Masirat Ash Shirayqiyyin - Ar Rus
Al Hilaylat to Aqbat Al Biyut
Al Hilaylat to As Sarab
Dukum Hayl At Turuq via gardens
(track called Rufsit Al Wid)
Dukum to garden loop in Wadi
Halhal
Ridge near Ar Rus to Al Hijayr
(track name Sab At Turuq)
Aqbat Ajz Mikbar to Al Hijayr
(track called the SAS route)
Hat to Aqbat Ajz Mikbar
Aqbat Sofit Said to Hat
(track name Al Khaniq)
Balad Sayt to Hat
(track name Ar Rawdah)
Balad Sayt to Sharaf Al Alamayn
(track name W8)
Salma to Balad Sayt
Bait Bimah to Salma
Salma to Aqbit Al Qalean
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Easy walking track,
then donkey track
Easy donkey track
Easy donkey track
Easy man track
Easy donkey track
Easy donkey track
Easy donkey track
Exposed man track,
cliff climb on sticks
Easy donkey track

Time Track Up

Down

hours km
2.5
4

m
384

m
336

46

385
7
0

Description
Unpleasant walk up, down and across steep exposed scree slopes. This walk is for fit
day walkers returning to their vehicle after finishing the more interesting ridge walk
between Hadash and Wukan. This Hadash–Wukan–Hadash loop takes ten hours.
From saddle Ras Al Aqbah this trading route links the mountain villages Sayq, Wukan,
Hadash, As Sawjrah, Al Fawq and Al Alya to Izki. 2km road joins track to Highway 15.
Trading route from the Al Jabal Al Akhdar Hotel on the edge of Sayq to the saddle
Ras Al Aqbah. Originally the track started at the centre of Sayq but is now overbuilt.
Trading route linking two saddles with track junctions reaching an altitude of 2500m.
Fabulous stairs built for horse caravans at the top of the ascent from
Wadi Bani Kharus. The track passes the Al Jahm well and grazing plain.
Ancient horse-trading route linking the grazing plateau and the villages on
Al Jabal Al Akhdar with Wadi Bani Harras and the village of Al Fayq.
Man track best done in the company of a local guide who can pull you
up the boulders. The wadi has numerous swimming pools and is spectacular.
Main trading route linking the end of Wadi Bani Kharus with Al Jabal Al Akhdar
villages. This is the track and stone stairs that impressed Colonel S.B. Miles in 1876.
Track originally continued to Al Hayl. Dramatic climb out of Wadi Bani Kharus
made easy with steel ladders. The plateau portion of this track is a donkey route.
Branch trading route crossing both the As Safah and Al Furs tracks.
Main trading route linking the villages surrounding Ar Rus with the middle of
Wadi Bani Kharus, and then to Ar Rustaq. This walk does not have much shade.
Track via wadi to abandoned village and extensive gardens with seven aflaj.
High return for donkeys. Masirat Ash Shirayqiyyin is the winter village of Ar Rus.
After 3km the track passes the abandoned Masirat Al Jawamid village and gardens.
Easy walk linking As Sarab and Ar Rus with the excursion to Masirat Al Jawamid.
Spectacular track through two gardens and springs to a 95m cliff climb
on a natural ladder. The climb is not difficult but there is significant exposure.
One way up the wadi from Dukum, then a loop passing two gardens and a falaj,
and a wadi pool deep enough to swim. Good day trip.
Track not used by donkeys for fifty years.
It crosses many ridges and is difficult to follow. Better described as a man track.
Track passes through a cleft in a cliff, and numerous steps. It was used by the
British SAS to supply a decoy attack during Al Jabal Al Akhdar War, 1957–59.
Track not used by donkeys for fifty years, but easy walk. Track continues to Qiyut.
Near the top of the walk there is an exposed cliff climb of 2m above a 2m rock pile.
There are handholds. This 4m cliff is best negotiated with two people.
Useful track to make a round trip with other tracks.
There is a gravel road between these two villages.
Not used by donkeys since the last one fell and hurt itself. It is spectacular
and there is archeological evidence suggesting it dates from the Bronze Age.
Track crosses Salma garden terraces and short tunnel at saddle above Balad Sayt.
Track passes pre-Islamic rock art in Wadi Bima.
Difficult track to follow, scrambling with no exposure.
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Side tracks from the traverse
listed from east to west
Wadi Al Hajur upper Snake Gorge
Snake Gorge right or left fork
Al Hiwayb to Burkat Ash Sharaf
An Nid towards Burkat Ash
Sharaf
Misfat Al Abriyyin to Burkat Ash
Sharaf
Wijmah from An Nid/Burkat Ash
Sharaf
Ayn Al Habnah to Masjid Maillah
Misfat Al Abriyyin high view
Dar Al Bayda to Misfat Al Abriyyin
via Al Muzara in wadi
Dar Al Bayda to Misfat Al Abriyyin
Dar Al Bayda to Al Harf in east
wadi
Dar Al Bayda to Al Harf in west
wadi
Al Harf walking track short cut
Al Harf towards Sab An Nar cave
Al Harf to Barbad
Al Harf to Safih Abu Habshah
Al Qiwaytu towards summit
Hayl Ash Shas to Dabk Awlad
Siwayid
Sab An Nar cave pool
Hawd Al Qattar to Safih Abu
Habshah
Wadi Ghul to Al Khitaym (W6A)
Al Khitaym to As Sab Bani
Khamis (W6) then via ferrata
Al Khitaym to Shams plateau
Yisab road saddle to securiy fence
near the Jabal Shams peak
Al Mazari to Yisab road saddle
Yisab to Kurb via wadi
Yisab to Kurb high track
Yisab to Al Qabil
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Difficulty

Side Tracks

Time Track Up

Down

hours
Easy man track
1/2
right fork 23m abseil 5
Man track
2
Easy donkey track
4

km
0.75
2.2
6.0

m
52
840
1190

m
0
0
54

Easy donkey track

6.1

852

0

Difficult donkey track 1.5

2.1

10

207

Easy donkey track
Easy man track

1/2
1.5

0.8
2.5

26
448

72
130

Difficult man track in 3.5
wadi with exposure
Easy donkey track
1.5
Easy donkey track
3

5.0

70

461

2.6
6.2

0
565

334
134

Easy donkey track

2

4.0

565

54

Man track
Donkey track
Donkey track
Donkey track
Man track
Man track, one climb

1
1
1
1
3
4

1.9
1.4
1.2
2.0
6.6
7.4

21
378
250
336
1197
1291

147
0
0
8
86
29

Man track
Donkey track

1/2
1/2

0.6
0.8

30
10

30
84

Donkey track
Easy donkey track,
Grade 3 via ferrata
Easy and a bit dull
Man track on narrow
ledges
Man track with some
scambling
Man track with one
exposed climb
Man track, exposed
narrow ledges
Man track with one
difficult traverse

3.5
3

6.7
4.9

1142 18
367 308

1.5
4

4.0
7.7

153 88
1533 128

1.5

2.6

672

20

2

2.9

642

11

3.5

5.6

740

60

4

10.1

186

798

4

Description
No swimming or climbing required. Shaded cliffs have rope fixtures for rock climbing.
Swimming in deep pools, cold in January, left fork only scrambling, back on 5km road
Dramatic stick bridge on an interesting man track.
Main trading route to the saddle Burkat Ash Sharaf linking Wadi Sahtan
with the interior. This track intersects the traverse route 2km from the saddle.
Main trading route linking interior village Misfat Al Abriyyin to Wadi Sahtan.
Track passes an occupied shawawi camp, Aqbat al Hamra.
Branch from track An Nid to Burkat Ash Sharaf to the abandoned village of Wijmah.
The spring feeding the aflaj stopped flowing. In 2019 there was only family left.
Branch to spring from track An Nid to Burkat Ash Sharaf starting near Masjid Maillah.
Ridge walk opposite Misfat Al Abriyyin with views across terraced gardens.
Return on the traverse track for a half-day walk.
Popular wadi walk past village and terraces without road.
There are a few exposed climbs on smooth rock with concrete ridges for handholds.
Return walk from Al Muzara wadi scramble. Track joins traverse 1.3km from Misfat.
Al Harf is a four-way track junction with a single house and open reservoir.
This track passes a cave and a cliff drip. The cliff drips are fine to drink.
Great one-day loop when combined with previous walk from Dar al Bayda to Al Harf in
east wadi.
Slightly shorter track with one easy climb, little exposure.
Donkey track to intersection with man track branch to the Sab An Nar cave pool.
Donkey tracks used for transporting cut foliage from high pastures.
Donkey tracks used for transporting cut foliage from high pastures.
Easy walking track that joins track Hayl Ash Shas to Dabk Awlad Siwayid.
Easy walking track that joins track Hayl Ash Shas to the Jabal Shams summit, except
just before this junction called Dabk Awlad Siwayid there is a climb on a stick bridge.
Pool 30m along dark cave tunnel. Branch from track Al Barbad to Aqbit Saydran.
Cliff spring drip and collection pool. Branch from track Al Harf to Safih Abu Habshah
with loop return on 700m track directly to chain climb at Safih Abu Habshah.
Painted track passing abandoned village above Wadi Ghul, views of Wadi An Nakhur.
This balcony walk is easy and spectacular. Most people return the same way. The
optional via ferrata ascent follows the original extreme man track. It needs a harness.
Option to taxi or walk to start of W6 balcony walk from Jabal Shams resorts.
Access to summit is blocked due restricted area around the communications dome.
Track passes cave drip.
Steep sections, but no exposure. Track short-cut to Yisab road saddle,
then 3.7km road to where two other tracks start from the Yisab road saddle.
Shortest route between Kurb and Yisab.
There is 2.3km of flat gravel road from the track head to Yisab.
Even with a GPS this track is difficult to follow without a local guide.
Climbs between the ledges are easy to miss, and everything off track is dangerous.
Difficult traverse on sloping limestone shelf with exposure 2m drop into water, then a
difficult climb out of the pool. Otherwise an easy walk. Date plantation enroute.
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Side Tracks

Side tracks from the traverse
listed from east to west

Difficulty

Time Track Up

Down

Hayl At Talhat to Al Iqaybah, part
of the shorter option in Table 3
Branch to Aqbat At Tariq
Aqbat At Tariq to Al Iqaybah
Al Iqaybah to Dalil
Al Iqaybah to Al Jammah
Al Ilalanah to Aqbat At Tariq
Al Jammah to Khitam Al Wahshi

Donkey track

hours km
7
14.5

m
575

m
1465

Donkey track
Donkey track
Donkey track
Easy man track
Easy man track
Steep donkey track

6
2
2.5
1
2.5
10

12.3
4.1
5.6
2
4.7
15.7

381
0
153
58
33
611

754
677
52
87
840
1734

Al Jammah to Dar Al Bayda
inside wadi
Al Jammah to Ar Rimaylah
Daan As Sanin to As Safa
Dar Ar Ruways to Wadi Al Batih

Unladen donkey
track
Man track
Donkey track
Man track, one climb

3

5.9

780

98

9
1.5
0.5

19.5
2.6
1.3

1533 1168
31
205
55
327

Table 7
The best side tracks for a family looking for
a short walk to a swim are the 2km from
Dukum to the pool at Wadi Al Kawr and the
2.3km from Al Alya to Ad Dar where there
is a string of wadi pools.
The total length of the side tracks
in Table 7 and the traverse is 604km.
The side tracks do not overlap with each
other or any of the traverse tracks. Many
of them are branches from other tracks.
Twenty loops have been created using
these sidetracks and portions of the traverse (see Table 8) and are on www.hajarhiking.com as GPX files. It is possible to
make your own loops by appending side
tracks and traverse sections using Garmin
BaseCamp software.
The times provided for walking these
side tracks and loops are one-way times.
They allow for some time spent referring
to a navigation device, but this will depend
on the hiker’s skill. It is recommended
to employ a guide for your first walk to
become familiar with the terrain.
Several of the donkey tracks have
man track short cuts not included in this
table but are shown on the maps and in
the GPX files. Most of these short cuts
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are only marginally shorter and, due to
their increased difficulty, may not save
any time. They are included on the maps
to avoid confusion when walking past a
track branch. Until you are familiar with
the terrain it would be prudent to stay on
donkey tracks.
The side tracks in this table include
nearly all the donkey trading routes that
intersect or are near the traverse, but it is
not a complete list of all donkey tracks on
the Western Hajar. Historically important
tracks not included are the trading routes
ascending the south side of the mountains
from the interior, for example the tracks
up Wadi Kamah, Tanuf, Muaydin and Imty,
most of which have their own name. The
track from Imty is called Alerurqub. These
tracks are excluded because they are
far from the traverse and being near the
developed side of the mountain range are
sometimes crossed by roads.
Side tracks that need ropes are
excluded. For example, the 2200m climb
out of Wadi An Nakhur to Jabal Shams has
two exposed cliffs. When it has chain ladders installed it will be added to the GPX
files and maps on www.hajarhiking.com.
Four ultra marathon tracks are also
included on the maps and GPX files.

Description
Dramatic track passing a single inhabited house, Naqa Ar Ruways, finishing with an
easy wadi walk to the shawawi village of Al Iqaybah that is 4km by gravel road to Yiqa.
Dramatic and easy track following ledges on the opposite side of the previous track.
Easy descent then flat wadi walk.
Interesting donkey track inside and on wadi shoulders to shawawi camp.
Short-cut between two shawawi villages, alternative to using the road via Yiqa.
Track branch starts midway between the traverse track Aqbat At Tariq to Dar Al Bayda
A long track with a steep 200m zigzagging climb out of the wadi 2km from
Al Jammah. Water is available at Wadi Al Batih spring 10.2km from Al Jammah.
Ledge and stair exit out of wadi then gentle ascent, mostly in the shade.
This track is described with photographs as an alternative at the end of Day 16.
Walk above wadi system across toe of the mountain range. It is not very interesting.
Alternative to shorten the traverse bypassing Ghayl Shadhan gardens.
Wadi Al Batih is a spring and swimmable wadi pool. There is a climb into the wadi.

4m cliff descent using a 2m stick propped on an exposed ledge on the Ad Dar to As Sawjrah man track.
This wadi walk is described in the table as difficult
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Loop walks using side tracks
and portions of the traverse

Difficulty

Al Afyah to Wadi Halfayn via
Hadash

Difficult scrambling
to Hadash, then a
donkey track
Donkey track out,
scrambling on return
A scramble up a
steep slope to the
saddle, then donkey
This is all a donkey
track

Hadash loop via Wukan
Wukan high loop
Al Alya loop via As Sawjrah

Side Tracks

Days Track Up

Down

2

km
m
m
29.8 2287 2311

1

13.7

1247 1264

1

11.8

1063 1063

2

28.5 2108 2127

0.5

7.7

Halal gardens loop

Donkey track

Al Hijayr loop

Hat loop

This is all a donkey 2
track, though half of
the loop is difficult to
follow
One exposed climb 1

15.8

1259 1259

Balad Sayt loop via Hat

One exposed climb

10.7

1235 1235

Balad Sayt loop via Salma

Man track, steep but 1
not exposed

12

1538 1538

Misfat Al Abriyyin summit loop

Donkey track, except 2-3
for two chain ladders

37.4

2746

2746

Misfat Al Abriyyin high loop
Misfat Al Abriyyin wadi loop
Dar Al Bayda loop
Al Hiwayb to An Nid near loop

Easy walk
Slippery scramble
All donkey track
Man track ascent,
donkey descent
One exposed climb
Three climbs
Donkey track
Unladen donkey
track
Donkey track, with a
few easy climbs
Donkey track, with
one easy climb

0.5
1
1
1

5
10.9
10.3
9.2

466
680
687
870

466
680
687
1231

1
3
2-3
1

16.3
31.4
35.7
11.4

1384
2194
2135
850

1384
2194
2135
850

5

72

3480 3480

2

27.4

1554 1554

Hayl Ash Shas loop
Kurb loop via Yisab
Wadi Yiqa loop
Al Jammah one day loop
Al Jammah five day loop
Wadi Taysa loop

1

643

643

29.3 2122 2109

Description including water
There is water at Hadash, Al Manakhir and at the end of the descent into
Wadi Halfayn where you can swim. There are baisa buses on the 5km of highway
between the finish at the entrance to Wadi Halfayn and Al Afyah. Map on page 98,
Allow 10 hours. There is water at Wukan and Al Qawrah. It is an easy walk to Wukan,
but the return to Hadash has some steep scree climbs. Map on page 98.
There is tank water at Aqbat Wukan 300m beyond the saddle above Wukan,
although Aqbat Wukan is not on the loop. This is a high walk, with a minimum altitude
of 1500m, so suitable for warmer temperatures. Map on page 119.
There is clean well water at Al Jahm, tank water at Aqbat Wukan, spring water
and The Cliff hotel at As Sawjrah, dam water at Burkat Al Zahat and spring water
at Ad Dar where the pools are large enough for a swim. Maps on page 118, 119.
There is spring water and a swimming pool at Wadi Al Kawr,
and springs at Suhub and Halhal gardens. Map on page 134.
There is no water. This is a donkey track but the east half of the circuit has not been
used for fifty years and is better described as a man track. Maps on page 134, 135.
A shorter circuit ascends from Dukum instead of Al Hijayr, but there is an exposed
though non-technical climb before reaching the ridge (see photo on page 229).
A long one day walk. There is tank water at Mikhatta Jabir and the hotel Shorfet
Alalamin is near halfway. There is an exposed and difficult climb near the start of the
descent off the ridge above Hat (see photo on page 243). Maps on pages 136, 147.
There is no water. There is an exposed and difficult climb
near the start of the descent off the ridge above Hat. Map on page 147.
There is spring water at Salma and dam water under rocks at Aqbit Al Qalean (see
photo on page 145). The cliff between Salma and the ridge is an infrequently used
man track, not exposed but steep and hard to follow. Maps on page 146, 147.
There is tank water at Aqabat Al Hamra, dam water at Qil Azut, Burkat Ash Sharaf and
Al Barbad, a 600m diversion to a spring at Sab An Nar, and water at villages Hayl Al
Khadra and Hayl Ash Shas and the hotel The View. Maps on pages 154, 155, 162.
View over the Misfat Al Abriyyin terraces and the star clock towers. Map on page 154.
There is water in the wadi, with a few exposed slippery climbs. Map on page 154.
There is a wall drip at Hasat Al Arid and a tank at Al Harf. Map on page 154.
There is a spring Ayn Al Habnah on a 500m diversion. The circuit is incomplete; there
is 4km of steep gravel road between the two track heads. Maps on page 154, 155.
There is no water, an exposed branch bridge, otherwise easy. Map on page 162.
This circuit is described in detail with maps on pages 172 to 191.
Tank water at Naqa Ar Ruways and spring at Hayl At Talhat. Maps on pages 202, 203.
There is no water, with some walking inside a shaded wadi on an unladen donkey
track. This walk is described on pages 224 to 227. Map on page 211.
This is four days of the traverse plus the one day option described in detail with maps
on pages 192 to 227.
There are springs at Wadi Al Batih and Dar Al Bayda,
and tanks at Dar Ar Ruways and Sinfat. Map on page 211.

Table 8
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Side Tracks

Pools above Ad Dar
Below. Well and holding tank on the Jahm Al Jabayl grazing plain

Hasat Al Arid cliff drip on the track from Dar Al Bayda to Al Haraf, east wadi
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Side Tracks

Disused beehives made from hollowed date-palm trunks, Halhal gardens

Hayl At Turuq grazing plain, and the intersection of several tracks

One of four gardens in Wadi Halhal above Dukum. Stick climb is up the cliff behind

Stick bridge on the ascent from Al Hiwayb to Burkat Ash Sharaf
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Side Tracks

Lunch at Masirat Al Jawamid

Terraced gardens at Masirat Al Jawamid
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4m exposed cliff on the descent to Hat from Aqbat Sofit Said
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Side Tracks

Abandoned terraces in Wadi Halfayn
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